
The Einhell orbital sander TC-OS 1520/1 is a high-quality, handy tool that shows its strengths in particular when sanding flat surfaces. Being a

“lightweight” it is particularly easy to handle, and it also has a clamping mechanism and hook and loop fastening system to enable the abrasive paper

to be changed quickly and easily. The mount on the TC-OS 1520/1 is also suitable for abrasive paper without hook and loop fastening. Thanks to the

ergonomic design with soft grip, it is excellent to hold and precise to handle. At the practical dust extraction adapter you can connect an external dust

extractor for drawing off the sanding dust directly. Complete with three abrasive papers (3*P120) so that you can start your project immediately.

Orbital Sander

TC-OS 1520/1
Item No.: 4460642

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825625301

Features & Benefits
Small and light weight orbital sander-

Perfect for sanding flat surfaces-

Fast change of sanding paper by Micro hook and loop fastening-

Also adapted for sanding paper without hook and loop fastening-

Pleasant working thanks to big grip areas with soft grip-

Adapted for connection to an external dust extraction-

Incl. 3x sanding paper (P120)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 150 W

- Oscillating speed 24000 min^-1

- Oscillating circuit 2 mm

- Sanding area 90 x 187 mm

- Sandpaper size (clamp connection) 230  x  93 mm

- Sandpaper size (velcro strip) 187  x  93 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.24 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 1.61 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 270 x 104 x 150 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 6.7 kg

- Dimensions export carton 415 x 285 x 175 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 5200 | 11076 | 12096

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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